GLOBAL HEALTH STUDIES HONORS B.S. ADVISING WORKSHEET

(this is not an official degree audit; consult the UI Catalog and your degree audit)

| Other UI majors/minors/certificates: |
| Expected graduation date (apply before deadline): |
| 120 semester hours: |
| 2.0+ overall and UI GPA’s: |
| CLAS 30 sh residence requirement: |
| UI residence requirement (pick one option: 1, 2, 3): |
| 15 semester hour maximum of “S” coursework: |
| CLAS Core general education: |
| CLAS Core general education “World Language” requirement: |

### Global Health Studies Honors B.S. (minimum 50 sh)


### GLOBAL HEALTH PERSPECTIVES AND PRACTICES (18 sh)

| ________________3 sh any level | ________________3 sh any level | ________________3 sh 3000+ level |
| __________________3 sh 3000+ level | __________________3 sh 3000+ level | __________________3 sh 3000+ level |

A minimum of 6 sh from the following courses:

- GHS:1100 Contraception
- GHS:2320 Infect Dis
- GHS:3102 Medical Anthro
- GHS:3120 Maternal/Child
- GHS:3240 Bioethics
- GHS:3500 Global Public Hlth 3 sh

### WORLD LANGUAGE AND CULTURE (minimum of 6 sh) —Choose Option A or B

**Option A:** Complete two semesters of language study beyond that required by CLAS Core gen ed

**Option B:** Two courses from one geographical track on the IS website:
- African Stds; Caribbean Stds; East Asian Stds; Islamic & Middle Eastern Stds; Latin American Stds; Russian, East European Stds; South Asian Stds

| __________________3 sh 3000+ level | __________________3 sh 3000+ level | __________________3 sh 3000+ level |

| __________________3 sh 3000+ level | __________________3 sh 3000+ level | __________________3 sh 3000+ level |

### CAPSTONE EXPERIENCE (6 sh)

- GHS:3010 Identifying/ Developing Global Health Project (required before GHS:4991)
- GHS:4991 Honors Thesis in Global Health Studies
- Oral or poster presentation on honors research (venue approved by GHS Program)

Minimum of 6 sh of GHS major coursework must be honors or honors contract

### NATURAL SCIENCES & MATH/STATS (minimum of 10 sh)

Complete one of the following sequences—with at least one lab (7 – 8 sh)

- CHEM:1070 and BIOL:1141 or PHYS:1400 (4 sh)
- CHEM:1110 and BIOL:1141, or BIOL:1411 or BIOL:1412 or CHEM:1120 or PHYS:1511
- PHYS:1511 and PHYS:1512

Complete one course from the following (3 – 4 sh)

- MATH:1380 Calc for Biz
- MATH:1550 Eng Math I
- MATH:1440 Math for Biol Sci
- MATH:1850 Calc I
- STAT:1020 Elementary Stats (or higher-level stats)

Maximum of 9 sh overlap between the Global Health Studies major and other majors, minors, certificates

Minimum of 18 sh major coursework must be earned at UI

Minimum 3.33 UI gpa, Major gpa, and UI major gpa